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PHILIP CAFARO
How Many is Too Many?: The Progressive Argument for Reducing Immigration into
the United States
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015. 336 p. $27.50.
This past March during their last Democratic debate before the Florida primary,
US Presidential candidates Bernie Sanders and Hillary Clinton openly sparred over
who had the more “progressive” immigration policies. Both called for compre-
hensive immigration reform that would grant quick citizenship to “dreamers,”
offer an eventual path to citizenship for most of the rest of the nation’s estimated
11 million undocumented immigrants, and continue policies aimed at family uni-
fication. Neither candidate’s “progressive” policies resemble those recommended
by Philip Cafaro: permanently cutting annual legal immigration, now running at
about one million, to 300,000, half of which would be reserved for refugees and
no more than 100,000 for family unification; initiating a temporary moratorium
on all non-emergency immigration until there have been three consecutive years
of under 5 percent unemployment; ending birthright citizenship; and constraining
illegal immigration, not with a wall, but with “serious civil and criminal penal-
ties” for any employer who does not E-Verify the employment eligibility of all
new hires. Early on (p. 6) Cafaro, professor of philosophy and a faculty member
in the School of Global Environmental Sustainability at Colorado State University,
acknowledges that any immigration policy entails economic tradeoffs (“cheaper
prices for new houses vs. good wages for construction workers”), environmental
tradeoffs (“accommodating more people in the United States vs. preserving wildlife
habitat and vital resources”), and social tradeoffs (“increasing ethnic and racial di-
versity in America vs. enhancing social solidarity among our citizens”). After pre-
senting a concise history of immigration numbers and laws (Chapter 2), he spends
the rest of the volume arguing that the “correct” progressive stance would be one
favoring higher wages, preserving wildlife habitat, and enhancing social solidarity,
all of which would be promoted by reducing immigration. His treatment of the eco-
nomic tradeoffs of “mass” immigration (Chapters 3–5) is relatively conventional, if
somewhat one-sided. He concedes that the mass immigration of low-wage workers
might fuel economic growth by lowering certain industries’ labor costs, increasing
the number of domestic consumers, and reducing the price of many goods and ser-
vices. But he contends that this kind of economic growth is associated with enhanc-
ing capital’s bargaining position with labor, lowering the economic security of work-
ers, increasing income inequality, and enhancing the political influence of corpora-
tions. Clearly no progressive should favor such growth. In Chapter 5 he goes where
few progressive politicians dare to venture, questioning whether economic growth
is, in itself, a worthy goal. In Chapters 6–8 he treats the environmental tradeoffs
of “mass” immigration, contrasting the environmental challenges associated with
two population projections for the year 2100 (p. 124): a population of 560 million
resulting from total (legal and undocumented) annual immigration remaining at
1.5 million and a population of 343 million resulting from all immigration end-
ing immediately. Whether one is concerned with air and water pollution, species
loss, or urban and suburban sprawl, Cafaro contends that “population matters”: a
2100 population of 560 million necessarily makes accomplishing all environmental
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goals much more difficult than one of 343 million. In a rapidly warming planet true
sustainability, he contends (Chapter 8), will remain out of reach unless population
growth ends, and the US should lead the way. After outlining his progressive immi-
gration policies in Chapter 9, he attempts to counter (Chapter 10) possible progres-
sive objections to them. He is well aware of the fierce backlash that 1960s and 1970s
environmentalists experienced when they made population control a central policy
position (Chapter 7), but he concludes that now is the time for US progressives to
come to terms with the close connection between ending population growth via
restricting immigration and attaining central progressive goals. Yet the 2016 Presi-
dential race is one in which “closing the border” has become universally identified
as a conservative Republican position. So few progressives, especially progressive
politicians, now find themselves in a position to objectively consider this proposal.
But who knows what the future holds?
DENNIS HODGSONFairfield University
DAVID CANNING, SANGEETA RAJA, AND ABDO S. YAZBECK (EDS.)
Africa’s Demographic Transition: Dividend or Disaster?
World Bank Publications, 2015. 214 p. $35.00
There is some debate about what is cause and what is consequence of the demo-
graphic transition, but descriptively it is characterized by a rapid decline inmortality,
particularly child mortality, followed by a rapid decline in fertility. In this process,
the age structure of a population undergoes profound changes. Children are more
likely to reach the working ages, and at the same time fewer children are born, thus
gradually reducing the youth dependency ratio. The demographic transition also
gives parents the opportunity to invest more resources per child, most importantly
for health and education, and the reduced burden of child care increases opportuni-
ties for women to participate in the labor market. All this taken together is what the
editors of this World Bank report call “the first demographic dividend.” The demo-
graphic dividend describes conditions highly favorable for economic development,
but there are two major caveats. First, the demographic dividend only sets in when
fertility rates start to decline as well. In the meantime, declining mortality rates will
lead to population growth, whichmay pose a severe threat to the economies of poor
countries from which they might not recover in time to experience the full benefits
of the demographic dividend. Second, countries only experience the demographic
dividend if the young cohorts find jobs once they reach working age. Years after
countries successfully meet these challenges and complete the demographic tran-
sition, there is the potential for a second dividend. Young cohorts now have much
stronger incentives to save for retirement and to strive for higher education since
they will live long enough to experience the benefits of these investments. The
resulting increase in physical and human capital once again offers the potential for
economic growth.
This report proposes policy prescriptions illustrating how countries in sub-
Saharan Africa can reap the full potential of the demographic dividend. The au-
thors stress that the demographic dividend is not reaped automatically and that an
economic disaster due to failure of fertility decline to follow mortality decline or as
